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Today’s Session
● Introductions
● What are Open Education & Open Educational Resources (OER)
● Where to find OER
● Using Creative Commons Licenses
● Applying OER and CC Licenses to your work

What is Open Education?
Three Pillars of Open Education
● Open Educational Resources (OER)
○ Educational resources, tools and practices that can be freely and fully used in the digital 
environment without legal, financial or technical barriers.
● Open Educational Practices
○ Teaching techniques that build on open and can include open pedagogy (improving OER), 
flipped classrooms using open resources, or open online courses available to everyone.
● Open Educational Policy
○ Policy that supports, encourages, or removes barriers for open education.                               
This can be federal, state, or local policies.
Open Education Primer by SPARC Open Education Leadership 
Program used under a CC BY 4.0 International License.
What are Open Educational Resources
Open Education encompasses educational resources, tools and practices that can 
be freely and fully used in the digital environment without legal, financial or 
technical barriers. The meaning of “open” is typically defined in terms of users 
being able to freely exercise the five “R” rights: retain, reuse, revise, remix, and 
redistribute.
Open Education Primer by SPARC Open Education Leadership Program used 
under a CC BY 4.0 International License.

Discussion
● What have you heard about Open 
Education or Open Educational 
Resources?
● What issues or complications do you 
see to using OER?
Finding OER for k-12
Repositories
● OER Commons: https://www.oercommons.org/ 
○ Create free account
○ Evaluate resources or see how others evaluate it
○ Customize it to subject, educational level or standards
■ Common Core Hub: https://www.oercommons.org/hubs/common-core 
■ North Dakota OER Hub: 
https://www.oercommons.org/hubs/North-Dakota#teachers-k-12 
● MERLOT: https://www.merlot.org/merlot/index.htm 
○ Create free account
○ Evaluate resources or see how others evaluate it
○ Filter to audience, format and license
■ Untamed Science (No CC): 
https://www.merlot.org/merlot/viewMaterial.htm?id=548237#discussionsDiv 














•Classroom Use Exemption (17 U.S.C. 
§110(1))
•TEACH Act (17 U.S.C. 110(2)
•Public Domain




Creative Commons is a 
license applied to a 
work is already under 
Copyright
It’s not separate from 
copyright, instead it is a 
way to easily share 
copyrighted work.
Creative Commons meets copyright standards in 
the US and Internationally
• LEGAL CODE: Legal tool and in a language and text format 
Lawyers know
• HUMAN READABLE: A format that the average person can 
Read and Understand the key terms and conditions 
• MACHINE READABLE: Includes  a summary of the key 
freedoms and obligations written in a format that software 
systems, search engines  and other technology can 
understand.
• 1.1 Billion Openly-Licensed Works
• 34 + Different Languages
• 136 Billion views


You probably have seen materials 





Youtube: can filter results after searching


• credit the creator; 
• provide the title of the work; 
• provide the URL where the work is hosted; 
• indicate the type of license it is available under and provide a link 
to the license (so others can find out the license terms); and
•  keep intact any copyright notice associated with the work
•  Be sure to include as derivative (if you do)
•  APA requires citation in three areas
• In text
• By the figure








This work, “Sun over 
water”, is a derivative 
of “Vacation” by 
Rasmus Larsen, used 
under CC BY NC SA. 
“Sun over water” is 
licensed under CC BY 
NC SA by Heather 
Seibert.
Figure 1. Sun over water. Heather Seibert, 2018, Librarian to 
Librarian Conference. Under Creative Commons Attribution 
Non-Commericial Share Alike 2.0 Generic 
APA Reference List




by Heather Seibert 
CC BY NC  SA
CREATIVE 
COMMONS
Creative Commons  CC BY SA 4.0

There are still LEGAL consequences with 
Creative Commons just as there are to 
Copyright.
Creative Commons does not replace 
copyright!
Pay attention and know your CC License
Dismissed in 2017 on the grounds that FedEx was not making 
profit on materials only on printing services
FedEx. School Representatives used FedEx to print materials 
for classroom distribution
Great Minds (GM) : K-12 Curriculum for Schools published 





Copyright — all rights reserved — and the public domain — no rights 
reserved. CC license helps you keep your copyright while allowing for 
certain use of your work— a “some rights reserved” copyright. - Benefits
● provides global 
recognition
● has international 
application
● easy to understand, find 
and choose
● remix ready
● provides access to 
infrastructure & support 
materials. 
● remix ready
● assists with internal rights 
management
● reduces license proliferation
● offers integrity in its licensing 
model
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